
BOY DID I NEED THAT!
My  adventures  for  the  week  have  been  very  rewarding  and
gratifying.  Monday, I went to a board meeting of which I have
not been since January � Everyone was happy to see me and
inquired about my well-being and progress.  Slow but sure and
gimping  along  but  progressing  however  little.   After  the
meeting, C,L, and I went to dinner and had a nice, engaging
conversation that entailed a lot of topics not the least of
was some possibilities about my next great adventure.  One
VERY  PROMISING  possibility  will  depend  upon  my  current
manager.  Since I seem to see her less and less frequently, I
left her a message informing her of the possibility.  I just
pray that she makes a decision that will be beneficial to both
of us.  I told her I will not pursue anything until I am as
close to 100% as possible.

Today, I went to my first voice lesson in three months.  I was
immediately bombarded by two adorable boys.  One who kept
regaling me with jokes typical of a three or four year old.
 By  the  time  the  6  year  old  was  read  to  whoop  me  at
Battleship, it was time to begin my lesson.  I did AMAZINGLY
well for sitting in a chair… of course, I tried to sit with
correct posture.  But I narrowed my recital choices to two.
 One requires a female to join me.  K informed me that there
are a few of her other students who would be up to the
challenge but she hesitated to have a teenager perform the
number with a 30 something.  So, she allowed me to try finding
a  guest  performer.   Very  fun  piece  while  just  a  bit
challenging.  I can think of a few ladies I would enjoy
performing with.

So… while still gimping along, the two days venturing around
helped immensely!  Being with great friends and doing what I
love to do definitely helped!  Just learning to accept the
fact that it is a talent which I need to begin to share more
and more.  One of the many gifts I have been told that I
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possess which can only come from Above.  Thank Him for that!

PLUS… as an added plus, I got to catch up with a GREAT friend
from my WM days.  Via facebook on which I found her a few
weeks ago.  Go to chat a bit, discuss lots of things including
the dismissal of our former boss which seems to be interesting
yet surprising all at once.


